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Abstract
Despite widespread endorsement of competency-based assessment of medical trainees and practicing physicians, methods for identifying those who are not competent and strategies for remediation of their deficits are not standardized. This literature review describes the published studies of deficit remediation at the undergraduate, graduate, and continuing medical education levels. Thirteen studies primarily describe small, single-institution efforts to remediate deficient knowledge or clinical skills of trainees or below-standard-practice performance of practicing physicians. Working from these studies and research from the learning sciences, the authors propose a model that includes multiple assessment tools for identifying deficiencies, individualized instruction, deliberate practice followed by feedback and reflection, and reassessment. The findings of the study reveal a paucity of evidence to guide best practices of remediation in medical education at all levels. There is an urgent need for multiinstitutional, outcomes-based research on strategies for remediation of less than fully competent trainees and physicians with the use of long-term follow-up to determine the impact on future performance.

Medical educators and accrediting organizations have shifted their emphasis from what is taught in the curriculum to what a medical student, resident, or practicing physician can perform. Whereas most trainees and practicing physicians can demonstrate competence in clinical and communication skills, a minority fail to meet the expected standard and require remediation. Despite widespread endorsement of the expectation that physicians-in-training and practicing physicians be assessed for their competence, it remains challenging to identify accurately and reliably those trainees and physicians who are incompetent or less than fully competent and to remediate their deficiencies effectively. Less than fully competent physicians or trainees fail to maintain acceptable standards in one or more areas of professional physician practice, whereas incompetent physicians lack the abilities (cognitive, noncognitive, and communicative) and qualities needed to perform effectively within the scope of professional physician practice.

Remediation begins with the identification of trainees or physicians in practice who fail to demonstrate competence during assessments of their skills. Identification of trainees needing remediation may be easiest at the undergraduate level because the performance expectations of students are relatively homogeneous, and students are frequently tested within their schools. The advent of the United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) Step 2 Clinical Skills (CS) exam has prompted an increase in the assessment of clinical skills in medical schools, both to evaluate students’ achievement of skills emphasized in their schools’ curriculum and to prepare students for the licensing exam. Assessment at the graduate medical education (GME) level becomes more challenging because training differentiates along specialty lines and because trainees are expected not only to learn but also to provide necessary service to patients. There has been broad adoption of the competency framework for assessment in GME, but this construct still remains unsupported by the literature, and valid and reliable methods of assessing competencies do not yet exist. At all levels of training, it is rare that supervisors in nonprocedural specialties directly observe trainees with patients, which leaves supervisors to draw inferences about the competence of students and residents from their oral presentations and their interactions with other health care providers. Similarly, physicians in practice are rarely assessed in their work environments, in part because of the paucity of reliable, valid, and feasible assessment tools. Nonetheless, the public assumes and desires that physicians are monitored regularly and will receive remedial intervention when needed.

When deficits go undetected or unaddressed, physician performance and patient safety are jeopardized. For instance, performance problems in the domains of knowledge and professionalism have been linked to subsequent disciplinary action by state medical boards. Medical schools are investing their resources to prepare their students to effectively perform core clinical and communication skills in the USMLE Step 2 CS Exam and residency programs are developing innovative methods of teaching and assessing competence in the six competency domains defined by the
Outcome Project of the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education, including those domains, such as professionalism, that previously received less attention. However, it remains unclear how a lack of competence should be addressed before advancement, and medical education lags behind other areas of education in developing robust strategies for remediation.

The learning sciences offer guidance for structuring remediation programs in medical education. For example, when dealing with knowledge and reasoning problems, the focus should be on helping learners to build strong knowledge structures and representations (e.g., schema, scripts, exemplars, and prototypes). For both gaining knowledge and learning skills (procedural and communication), students need to participate in deliberate (i.e., conscious and focused) practice and need to receive feedback. These interventions assist learners in thinking deeply, reasoning soundly, and practicing deliberately and repetitively. To remedy deficiencies in professionalism, learners may need explicit instruction, guided practice, mentored reflection, and observation of and interaction with role models.

We defined remediation as having three criteria for remediation (standard setting), remediation activities, retesting, and outcomes of remediation. We assessed the level of behavioral impact by using the four-level Kirkpatrick hierarchy to assess the strength of the intervention. We defined the levels of impact as follows: Level 0 = descriptive study only (no assessment of impact); Level 1 = participation (a description of the participants' views of the experience); Level 2a = modification of participants' attitudes/perceptions; Level 2b = modification of participants' knowledge/skills; Level 3 = behavior change (documentation of the transfer of learning to the workplace); Level 4a = wider changes in the organizational delivery of care attributable to the educational program; and Level 4b = benefits to patients/trainees (any improvement in the health/well-being of patients/trainees as a direct result of an educational program). We did not perform a meta-analysis because this review was not a systematic review and because the measurements used to assess competence were highly variable.

We developed a standardized data-extraction form based on the Best Evidence Medical Education Collaboration protocol. We extracted the following information from each article: level and number of learners/physicians, study location, description of assessment, skill area, criteria for remediation (standard setting), remediation activities, retesting, and outcomes of remediation. We assessed the level of behavioral impact by using the four-level Kirkpatrick hierarchy to assess the strength of the intervention. We defined the levels of impact as follows: Level 0 = descriptive study only (no assessment of impact); Level 1 = participation (a description of the participants' views of the experience); Level 2a = modification of participants' attitudes/perceptions; Level 2b = modification of participants' knowledge/skills; Level 3 = behavior change (documentation of the transfer of learning to the workplace); Level 4a = wider changes in the organizational delivery of care attributable to the educational program; and Level 4b = benefits to patients/trainees (any improvement in the health/well-being of patients/trainees as a direct result of an educational program). We did not perform a meta-analysis because this review was not a systematic review and because the measurements used to assess competence were highly variable.

One of us (K.E.H.) performed the literature search with the assistance of a health sciences librarian, and all other authors reviewed and confirmed the appropriateness of the retained and excluded articles on the basis of their review of titles and abstracts. Next, we worked in three teams—the UME team (K.E.H., M.A.P., and D.M.I.), the GME team (T.R.H., W.A.N., A.C., and P.K.), and the CME team (T.R.H. and W.A.N.)—to abstract each article. For each team's article abstracts, one investigator from another team reviewed each article to validate the accuracy. Finally, three of us (K.E.H., M.A.P., and D.M.I.) reviewed each abstracted article and the abstracted information to confirm accuracy and to standardize the abstracted information. We used consensus to resolve disagreements about search criteria, data extraction, and classification of study results.

Results
Of 207 citations identified, 170 (63 UME, 43 GME, and 64 CME) were selected for further review on the basis of the title, abstract, and, when relevant, the full article. Selected articles contained all three components of remediation as listed in Methods (i.e., identification of performance deficit, remediation intervention, and reassessment of performance after intervention). Thirteen studies met eligibility criteria; the results are described here and in Appendix 1. Articles that were initially reviewed but excluded were of several types: descriptions of performance-problem identification only or of problem identification and remediation without reassessment of performance, surveys of program directors or other educators about performance problems or remediation, and opinion pieces.

Eligibility criteria for studies
UME. Seven articles addressed the remediation of deficits of medical students, including one article that reported on preclinical students and six articles that reported on clinical clerkship students. Two articles portrayed interventions limited to addressing poor scores on written examinations and improving knowledge. Five articles used standardized patient examinations.
to identify clinical skills deficits,\textsuperscript{32–36} and one article combined the objective structured clinical examination format with knowledge assessments to identify students who needed remediation.\textsuperscript{34} No studies based the diagnosis of learner deficits on clinical performance with actual patients.

GME. Both of the studies addressing the remediation of deficits of residents used in-training examinations to identify residents with knowledge deficits and then provided remediation.\textsuperscript{37,38} Whereas one remediation program addressed knowledge acquisition through a program of reading and study skills,\textsuperscript{38} the other mandated repeat clinical rotations in addition to reading.\textsuperscript{37}

CME. At the practicing physician level, four studies assessed physicians’ practice and remediated a variety of deficiencies. Deficits were identified by peer assessors in two studies\textsuperscript{39,40} and by a licensing organization in two other studies.\textsuperscript{41,42} Both of which included some physicians who had referred themselves for remediation.

Methodological quality
The methodological quality of the studies varied with the subjects’ training level. Eight of nine studies evaluating trainees, both undergraduate and graduate, were coded as Level 2b in the Kirkpatrick hierarchy for “modification of participants’ knowledge/skills.”\textsuperscript{30–37,38} Three studies of practicing physicians were coded as Level 3 (behavior change [documentation of the transfer of learning to the workplace]). Physicians’ practice behaviors were evaluated after the remediation intervention by using expert judgments.\textsuperscript{39,41,42} One study of practicing physicians\textsuperscript{40} was coded as Level 1 (participation [a description of the participants’ views of the experience]) because the main outcome measure was a behavior change as self-assessed by the physicians involved in the intervention, on the basis of their own learning goals.

Two studies did not describe the criteria for remediation.\textsuperscript{33,34} None of the studies included a contemporaneous control group of low performers who did not receive remediation. Two studies did not describe a retest or reassessment beyond self-assessment or satisfaction.\textsuperscript{36,40}

**Remediated skill areas**
Six of the nine studies that addressed UME or GME described the remediation of knowledge deficits identified through written examinations.\textsuperscript{30,34,35,37,38,41} Four of these nine studies\textsuperscript{32,33,35,36} focused on remediation of clinical skills, and one of those four also addressed knowledge deficiencies.\textsuperscript{35} The four articles on postlicensure physicians described remediation of generalist office or subspecialty practice, which encompassed multiple skills assessed through chart reviews, chart-stimulated recall, interviews, and peer assessments.\textsuperscript{39–42}

**Outcomes of remediation**
The seven studies on remediation of the deficits of medical students used written examinations of knowledge,\textsuperscript{30,31} standardized patient assessments,\textsuperscript{32,33,35,36} or a combination of the two\textsuperscript{34} to diagnose learners in need of remediation. All but one of these studies\textsuperscript{39} used the same assessments as outcome measures after remediation, and those six studies demonstrated improvements in scores. These studies were classified as Level 2b (modification of knowledge/skills), which did not include any assessment of behavior change.

At the GME level, the two studies diagnosed learner deficiencies through in-training examinations and remediated those deficiencies through individualized study plans that included faculty mentoring (surgery)\textsuperscript{38} or additional clinical rotations (radiology).\textsuperscript{37} Outcomes were in-training examination and subsequent examination scores, which improved for most participants. These studies also were classified as Level 2b.

All four of the studies examining practicing physicians came from Canada.\textsuperscript{39–42} They diagnosed performance deficiencies in physicians’ actual clinical practice by using a combination of methods including chart review, chart-stimulated recall, and interviews. Two of the studies used peer assessments.\textsuperscript{39,40} Three of them showed improved outpatient clinical practice after remediation, as rated by interviewers or chart reviews, and their impact was classified as Level 3 (behavior change [documentation of the transfer of learning to the workplace]).\textsuperscript{39,41,42} One study\textsuperscript{40} assessed physician satisfaction with the program and showed that participants felt their performance had improved; this study was classified as having a Level 1 impact (a description of the participants’ views of the experience).

**Discussion**
This review of the literature on remediation of the deficiencies of physicians across the educational continuum yielded surprisingly few studies that described remediation interventions coupled with assessments of remediation efficacy. The studies that we did identify were predominantly small, single-institution efforts. This paucity of studies evaluating remediation efforts is concerning, and it highlights the need to perform more large-scale, outcome-based remediation interventions and to publish the results of those interventions.

Because medical school would seem the ideal location for remediation, we anticipated finding multiple studies evaluating remediation efforts in UME. However, only three studies described outcomes of remediation of medical students’ clinical skills.\textsuperscript{32,33,35} Medical students are prime candidates for remediation when needed. Because students function in a training environment without direct, unsupervised responsibility for patients, they are free of employer–employee contractual issues, and they receive more direct clinical supervision than do residents or physicians in practice. Developmental education is a conceptual framework used by those working at the college level, in which remediation incorporates comprehensive efforts to help individual students mature both academically and personally through course work, advice and mentoring from faculty, and other aspects of their medical training.\textsuperscript{13} This type of approach would be more feasible for a medical student than for a resident physician who shoulders clinical responsibilities.

The only studies we found evaluating the outcomes of resident remediation focused on knowledge, but not on any other of the core domains of competence. Although residents practice independently, usually without direct observation by their supervising attendings, no studies addressed the
remediation of the clinical skills of residents demonstrating performance deficits. There may be several reasons for the lack of published remediation interventions in GME. Remediation requires a large investment of resources, and residents are needed to staff clinical services; removing them from clinical duties for participation in remediation can be challenging. Remediation is likely to be conducted on an individual basis by using untested methods and anecdotal outcomes.44 Residency program directors, unlike medical student educators, may feel limited by the legal policies inherent in their employer–employee relationship with the resident. The reliance on in-training examinations also reflects the availability of these knowledge-based examinations. These instruments efficiently provide a mechanism for testing and retesting residents’ mastery of knowledge free from the confounders that pervade assessments of clinical practice.

The studies of remediation of the deficits of physicians in practice were the only studies we found that examined clinical performance with patients; studies of trainees relied on measures of performance obtained through written and clinical skills examinations. This shift in focus from assessments based on examinations to assessments based on actual clinical practice reflects the progression of a physician’s professional development from the acquisition of knowledge and skills to clinical practice. High-quality patient care is inherently difficult to assess because it requires integration of knowledge with both clinical and communication skills during service to patients. The Dreyfus model of the development of expertise45 and Miller’s pyramid46 similarly emphasize that, at the highest levels of physician competence, physicians can understand each case in a broader context, recognize elements that do not fit usual patterns, and exercise mature judgment. Nevertheless, in the four studies of remediation of physicians in practice that we identified,39–42 the assessed outcomes of the remedial intervention were relatively “soft” (e.g., physician interviews, chart reviews, and physician satisfaction with process) in comparison with “harder” outcome measures, such as patient satisfaction or improved measures of disease control.

**Proposed model for remediation**

On the basis of our review of the literature on remediation and selected studies in the learning sciences, we propose essential elements of successful remediation programs that would enhance existing efforts. These four core components of a powerful remediation program would be (1) initial assessment (or screening) using multiple assessment tools to identify deficiencies, (2) diagnosis of problems and development of an individualized learning plan, (3) provision of instruction that includes deliberate practice, feedback, and reflection, and (4) reassessment and certification of competence (Figure 1).

The first component of remediation includes the identification of those individuals who need remediation and the diagnosis of the performance deficits. Remediation requires multiple, reliable, and valid assessment tools for identification of trainees and physicians with deficiencies.47 Because deficiencies may exist in many domains of competence (e.g., knowledge, clinical, and communication skills, or professionalism), multiple assessments are required; they are more likely to identify deficiencies than is a single tool.13 Examples of these assessment tools include observed encounters with actual patients, standardized patient encounters, written or Web-based assessments of clinical reasoning, record reviews, chart-stimulated recall, supervisor and peer observations, and multiple-choice examinations of knowledge. These assessment modalities not only uncover deficiencies but also can help guide remediation strategies to the identified areas of need.

A two-step approach to the identification of poorly performing physicians in practice, combining peer assessment with tests of knowledge and clinical skills, has been proposed in the United Kingdom.48 For diagnosing deficits at the student level, performance problems in clinical skills examinations have been characterized in six domains: fund of
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knowledge, clinical reasoning, historytaking, physical examination, communication, and professionalism. These categories are applicable for both GME and practicing physicians.

The second component of a remediation program has two parts: (1) diagnosis of the underlying problem that led to the performance deficits and (2) development of an individualized learning plan based on learner characteristics and identified needs. The development of such a plan involves, after the diagnosis of the problem, an articulation of clear expectations for acceptable performance. Next, learners need guidance in assessing their own performance accurately in light of this external standard, as well as coaching in self-reflection and in planning for improvement. Because learners are not always accurate self-assessors, guidance from an expert is essential. A mentor who is familiar with the individual’s strengths and weaknesses is helpful for establishing an individualized learning plan. There should be clarity about whether this remediation is required or voluntary and about what the consequences of remediation or nonremediation will be.

The third component of the remediation program is the provision of the prescribed learning activities. On the basis of this diagnostic and reflective process, a set of specific experiences should be prescribed. It may also be appropriate to recommend a range of services for personal and professional development, tailored to the student’s needs. Medical students with deficiencies in clinical skills may harbor coexisting cognitive and noncognitive deficits. Thus, cognitive strategies associated with gaining knowledge, activation of and connection to prior knowledge, an understanding of the rationale for recommended standards, and the application and use of knowledge in practice may be needed. Problems with professionalism may be better addressed through a behavioral approach that involves identifying the problematic behaviors, offering rationales for the dysfunctional nature of those behaviors, and practicing new behaviors, such as courtesy, respect, and reliability.

The prescribed remediation activities should offer participants opportunities for deliberate practice followed by feedback. These activities might include guided clinical experience, practice with simulations or standardized patients, study and knowledge testing, review of medical charts with stimulated recall, and observation of their clinical performance. The key to success is deliberate, conscious practice under the guidance of experienced supervisors who can offer specific and timely feedback. The usefulness of simulators in procedural skills training suggests that the increasing sophistication of clinical simulators may offer opportunities for this type of practice. Whether at the level of a student who is learning to face new clinical problems or that of a practicing physician who is treating multiple patients with complex conditions, a cognitive approach would guide participants in thinking about the concepts raised by patient presentations, examining how they relate to other facets of the case and to prior knowledge of similar clinical problems, and discerning how that knowledge can be applied to future cases. This type of cognitive strategy might also be suited to problems with clinical skills that stem from faulty clinical reasoning, such as a failure to ask the right questions in taking the history or a failure to perform important elements of the physical examination because of an incorrect differential diagnosis. Participants in remediation might work individually with a preceptor in a problem-based learning format or with standardized or actual patients to practice addressing clinical problems, generating differential diagnoses and management plans, and analyzing different diagnosis and treatment strategies.

In contrast, a behavioral approach, which emphasizes observable behaviors that can be taught and measured, might better address dyscompetence arising from problems with technique. For instance, incorrect performance of the physical examination can be remediated through practice with standardized patients, after which expert observers provide feedback and coaching and evaluate the behaviors associated with performance. This approach would be bolstered by simultaneous cognitive efforts to help learners develop reflective abilities that will allow them to review their own performance and evaluate how it compares with the desired standard. Reflection-in-action (also called meta-cognition) is the act of analyzing the impact of one’s actions as they are occurring and modifying one’s behavior on the basis of that analysis. In a candidate for remediation, this level of reflective ability would require significant insight into and understanding of the benchmark to be attained. Regardless of the learning strategy selected, multiple forms of practice with feedback will be required for remediation.

The fourth and final component of remediation is the retesting of participants to ensure that acceptable levels of performance have been achieved, so that competence can be certified. Retesting may involve the same examination modalities as were originally used to identify deficiencies or areas of dyscompetence, or it may involve more-customized assessment methods addressing selected areas of difficulty. In this report, we assumed that remediation efforts have succeeded and that the participant was deemed competent. However, medical education leaders and licensing boards need to take appropriate action if remediation does not achieve the desired result. These remediation efforts must be coupled with outcomes-based research to demonstrate a change in performance with patients and the effect on patient outcomes and satisfaction.

Efforts at enhancing remediation are most likely to occur at the UME level, where there is centralized oversight of the learners and where assessment is a routine part of the educational environment. Remediation at the GME level should take advantage of existing assessment systems to identify deficiencies and measure the impact of remediation; developmental efforts should focus on assessing and remediating competencies not effectively targeted by existing measurement systems. Implementing remediation at the CME level is more daunting because of the culture of physician independence, the logistical challenges of observing physicians in practice, and the absence of assessment systems comparable with those present in UME and GME settings.

Learners are generally reluctant to be identified as needing remediation, and institutions may manifest similar reluctance to identify practitioners as needing remediation because the institutions lack expertise in remediation.
or are unwilling or unable to provide remedial services.\textsuperscript{5} A trainee or physician with recognized dyscompetence who is in need of remediation may be embarrassed or may feel stigmatized. Students will benefit from an environment that affords some anonymity and safety during the remediation process. However, a stigma-free approach may not be optimal or possible. It can lead to confusion among learners about the status of their performance relative to that of their peers, and it can minimize an understanding of the severity of one’s deficiencies.\textsuperscript{2,5,6} One study we reviewed found that carefully designed group workshops were rated highly by learners, despite the somewhat public focus on remediation of their dyscompetence.\textsuperscript{36}

The critical importance of remediation must be weighed against the high cost of remediation interventions. At the college level, the expense of remediation challenges institutions and policy makers.\textsuperscript{44} One approach to increasing the efficiency of remediation, particularly in the medical education setting in which the numbers of learners needing intensive remediation may be small, is the implementation of collaborative programs across institutions. It seems desirable for collaborative efforts to be launched that span institutions and the somewhat artificial UME–GME–CME barriers and that combine knowledge, resources, and experience. Certain centers could develop expertise and resources for remediation and become referral centers from training programs or hospitals around the country.\textsuperscript{3,5,15} This cost-effective model would concentrate expertise in remediation. Another efficient remediation strategy, described after the dates of our literature search, involved learners’ self-assessment of their performance, both on their own and with faculty guidance, to identify potential areas for improvement.\textsuperscript{36}

This literature review has several limitations. We did not review abstracts from national professional meetings, which might be more likely to include negative results. Thus, our findings may be subject to publication bias and underreporting of remediation efforts around the country. The methodologic quality of the studies reviewed was moderate at best, and the findings from these studies do not allow firm conclusions about remediation efforts that will lead to behavior change. However, we also drew on the learning sciences for guidance.

**Conclusion**

There is surprisingly little evidence to guide “best practices” of remediation in medical education at all levels. Our findings highlight the dire need for multiinstitutional, outcomes-based research on strategies for remediation of the deficiencies of incompetent and less-than-competent trainees and physicians, accompanied by long-term follow-up, to determine the impact on future performance. Absent such research, we are left to extrapolate from the small number of available studies and from the literature in the learning sciences. These resources do, in fact, all point to a model that includes multiple assessment tools for identifying deficiencies, individualized instruction, deliberate practice followed by feedback and reflection, and reassessment.
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### Appendix

**Published Studies Describing Remediation Interventions (Diagnosis of Performance Deficits, Remediation, or Reassessment) in Undergraduate, Graduate, and Continuing Medical Education Through October 2008**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Learner level, no. of participants, location</th>
<th>Description of assessment</th>
<th>Skill area</th>
<th>Criteria for remediation</th>
<th>Remediation activities</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Outcomes of remediation</th>
<th>Assessment of the study’s quality and generalizability by BEME level?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faustinella et al 33</td>
<td>MS Year 4 (10/64 students), University of Texas at Houston during 10 months</td>
<td>CPX at end of internal medicine clerkship, 8 SP encounters</td>
<td>Focused history and physical exam</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Faculty reviews videotape of student; faculty instructs student to think about relevant H&amp;P for certain CPX cases; faculty and student meet for tape review; student does case-based clinical reasoning exercise</td>
<td>Same CPX, 8 encounters</td>
<td>History-taking: The percentage of correct critical items increased from a low of 62% to a high of 92%; PE: The percentage of correct items increased from a low of 35% to a high of 96%</td>
<td>2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chou et al 32</td>
<td>MS Year 4 (12/160 students during 1 year from a single class), University of California, San Francisco</td>
<td>CPX at start of MS Year 4, 8 SP encounters</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>2 SD below mean in communication</td>
<td>Learning prescription from a faculty; precepted video review; one 3-hour workshop with SP practice</td>
<td>CPX examination, 3 encounters</td>
<td>12/12 students passed retest in 2007; students rated workshop didactics as 4.26/5.00 (5 = excellent), rated workshop overall as 4.50</td>
<td>2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang et al 36</td>
<td>MS Year 4 (23 students during 1 year from a single class), University of California, San Francisco</td>
<td>CPX at start of MS Year 4, 8 SP encounters</td>
<td>History-taking and PE and/or communication</td>
<td>2 SD below mean in history-taking and PE and/or communication</td>
<td>Individual video review; learning prescription from faculty; precepted video review; skills workshop</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Students rated individual video review 3.32/5.00 (5 = excellent), rated learning prescription 3.82, rated faculty-precepted video review 4.45, and rated overall experience 3.91 (SD 1.02)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz and Loten 31</td>
<td>Final preclinical MS year (average of 43 per quiz/190 students in a single class), University of Otago, New Zealand</td>
<td>In-course assessment: 8 problem-solving quizzes</td>
<td>Medical knowledge, clinical problem solving</td>
<td>&lt;75% on any quiz</td>
<td>Voluntary tutorials; on average, 32/43 students attended tutorials</td>
<td>Repeat quiz and final examination</td>
<td>Students who failed first version of a quiz and attended tutorials improved scores on final exam by 25.3%; students who passed first quiz showed average decrease of 4.2% on final exam</td>
<td>2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magarian and Campbell 30</td>
<td>MS Year 3 (6/172 students), Oregon Health Sciences University</td>
<td>NBME-Medicine shelf exam</td>
<td>Medical knowledge of internal medicine</td>
<td>Performance on the Medicine shelf exam below 10th percentile nationally on 2 successive occasions</td>
<td>6-week interactive tutorial following clerkship: directed reading, daily attendance at departmental conference, daily attendance at morning report, attendance at weekly M&amp;M conference, three to four 1-hour conferences with a faculty member</td>
<td>Repeat NBME-Medicine shelf exam</td>
<td>The mean score of the group on first attempt was 302 (2nd percentile); that on second attempt was 339 (4th percentile); that after intervention was 453 (27th percentile)</td>
<td>2b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Appendix continues)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Learner level, no. of participants, location</th>
<th>Description of assessment</th>
<th>Skill area</th>
<th>Criteria for remediation</th>
<th>Remediation activities</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Outcomes of remediation</th>
<th>Assessment of the study’s quality and generalizability by BEME level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sayer et al(^{34})</td>
<td>MS Year 4–5 (24/413 students from 2 classes), St Bartholomew's and the Royal London School of Medicine and Dentistry, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Summative OSCEs or extended matching exam at end of MS Year 3 (either summative or continuous assessments)</td>
<td>Medical knowledge, clinical skills, communication</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>All students negotiated problem list, action plan, and learning contract; 16/24 received academic support and tutorials. 8 declined; 4 tutors ran the remedial program at the Clinical Skills Center; 3 hours of weekly tutorials up to 1 year; formal appraisal every 6 months</td>
<td>Subsequent formative assessments in the curriculum</td>
<td>21/23 passed subsequent assessments; of the 2 who failed, 1 continued remediation and passed assessments, and the other quit medical school</td>
<td>2b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stillman et al(^{35})</td>
<td>30 foreign-trained U.S. citizens and 11 U.S.-trained medical students transferred to the University of Arizona College of Medicine at the beginning of MS Year 3</td>
<td>Assessed by SP for pretest, midpoint test, and posttest for a 6-week intensive training program</td>
<td>PE and interview process and content</td>
<td>Assessment by an SP after a 1-hour H&amp;P using an objective performance checklist</td>
<td>6-week intensive clinical skills course before clerkship included lectures, practice, sessions with SPs, workshops, and preceptorships</td>
<td>At the midpoint test with SPs: One SP was an asymptomatic adult; PE, interview, neurologic exam. Final exam with 3 symptomatic patients, 1 each with chronic pulmonary, cardiologic, or musculoskeletal condition; final assessment also incorporated preceptor ratings, database on a patient, and clinical correlation exam</td>
<td>Pretest: significant differences between foreign-trained and U.S.-trained (higher) students, which persisted at midterm. Final exam: No significant differences except in knowledge of content from the clinical correlation lectures</td>
<td>2b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GME

| Edeiken\(^{37}\) | 6107 radiology residents during an 8-year period, University of Texas | Faculty evaluations, score on the ACR in-training exam, and the ABR written and oral exams | Understanding of principles and applications of basic radiologic concepts | In-training exam score <40% and faculty evaluation =5 on 9-point scale for performance on basic radiology rotations | Additional year of residency (salaried) to redo basic radiology rotations; read 8 texts; revisit basic rotations in advanced years: 4/6 residents voluntarily participated | Faculty evaluations and in-training examination | For 4 residents with global deficiencies: average scores on in-training exam increased from 18% (range of scores: 0–60) to 83% (range of scores: 60–99) during remediation and to 90% (range of scores: 84–95) 1 year later. Faculty evaluations increased from 2.0 (0.5–4.0) to 7.0 during remediation, to 8.5 after 1 year, and to 8.6 after 2 years. All 4 residents who participated passed the ABR written and oral boards, of the 2 who did not receive remediation, 1 dropped out, and 1 failed the boards | 2b |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Learner level, no. of participants, location</th>
<th>Description of assessment</th>
<th>Skill area</th>
<th>Criteria for remediation</th>
<th>Remediation activities</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Outcomes of remediation</th>
<th>Assessment of the study's quality and generalizability by BEME level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harthun et al 38</td>
<td>13 surgery residents, University of Virginia, during 5 years</td>
<td>ABSITE</td>
<td>Surgical knowledge</td>
<td>&lt;40th percentile (PGY1, PGY2), &lt;30th percentile (PGY3 and PGY5)</td>
<td>Single faculty advisor, 3 individual meetings, advice for study planning, advice about study material</td>
<td>ABSITE</td>
<td>78/89 residents achieved ABSITE score in acceptable range (average improvement, 34 percentage points), whereas the scores of residents without remediation worsened by 3 percentage points; standard scores improved 124 points with remediation versus 13 points without remediation; 2 residents had unacceptable scores on follow-up examination</td>
<td>2b No comparison group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goulet et al 42</td>
<td>305 physicians (216 FPs and 89 specialists) referred for remedial training in Quebec</td>
<td>Professional inspection with chart review and, for some, a structured oral interview or clinical observation</td>
<td>Record-keeping, office practice, quality of care, clinical plan, diagnostic accuracy, patient treatment and follow-up</td>
<td>Unsatisfactory rating scores on 2 or more criteria</td>
<td>Specific CME activities or retraining program: clinical training, tutorials, readings, workshops</td>
<td>Written evaluation report and/or professional inspection and/or structured oral interview by supervisor or tutor</td>
<td>70% met retraining objectives; 15% partially met objectives; 13% failed</td>
<td>3 Practices were deemed satisfactory by professional inspection 6 months after retraining activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goulet et al 41†</td>
<td>94/207 physicians who participated in the RPDP of the Practice Enhancement Division of the College des medecins du Quebec between 1993 and 2004</td>
<td>Ratings of 30–50 charts in 4 skill areas plus chart-stimulated recall interviews</td>
<td>Record-keeping, clinical plan, diagnostic accuracy, patient treatment and follow-up</td>
<td>Shortcomings in practice as determined by the provincial licensing authority (Quebec College) through peer assessment, the Inquiry Division, or the Committee on Discipline</td>
<td>Individualized including tutorial (3–6 hour discussion with tutor for 3–6 months) and supervised clinical-training program tutorial</td>
<td>Ratings of 30–50 randomly selected charts in 4 areas covering 3–5 visits per patient by physician investigators, and supervisor–tutor report on achievement of objectives</td>
<td>51 of the 94 physicians followed showed statistically significant improvement in performance on record-keeping, the investigation plan, diagnostic accuracy, and patient treatment; 30%–40% who did remediation program improved</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McAuley et al 39</td>
<td>Stratified random sample of office practices of 918 physicians (662 primary care and 256 specialists) in Ontario</td>
<td>Chart review of 25 cases and an interview if warranted (n = 101); a structured report from each assessor</td>
<td>Outpatient clinical performance, record-keeping</td>
<td>Deficient records or unsatisfactory level of patient care</td>
<td>Individualized recommendations made by the review committee</td>
<td>56/101 physicians with deficiencies were reassessed 6–12 months later; 29 (52%) had made the improvements recommended by the committee</td>
<td>52% of those 56 were rated satisfactory; 21% improved but still caused concern; 20% failed; 7% retired</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Learner level, no. of participants, location</th>
<th>Description of assessment</th>
<th>Skill area</th>
<th>Criteria for remediation</th>
<th>Remediation activities</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Outcomes of remediation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wenghofer et al40</td>
<td>41 randomly selected physicians in practice in Ontario, Canada (23 FPs, 7 ob–gyns, 11 general surgeons)</td>
<td>Physician reflects on his or her practice and then talks to assessor; assessor reviews 20–30 charts; develops practice-based education plan</td>
<td>Physician set objectives with assessor and developed learning plan</td>
<td>Assessor judgment</td>
<td>Based on findings in chart review; assessor helped physician find resources and develop educational plan</td>
<td>31 (70%) responded to questionnaire; 13 (32%) participated in postremediation focus group</td>
<td>90% of participants found the process “educational”; of all participants in the focus group, 13 (32%) stated that they had changed their practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* BEME, indicates Best Evidence Medical Education; UME, undergraduate medical education; MS, medical school; CPX, clinical performance examination; H&P, history and physical (examination); PE, physical examination; NBME, National Board of Medical Education; M&M, morbidity and mortality (conference); OSCE, observed structured clinical examination; SP, standardized patient; GME, graduate medical education; ACR, American College of Radiology; ABR, American Board of Radiology; ABSITE, American Board of Surgery In-Training Examination; PGY, postgraduate year; CME, continuing medical education; RPDP, remedial professional development program; FP, family practitioner; ob–gyn, physician who specializes in obstetrics and gynecology.

† BEME levels: 0 = descriptive study only (no assessment of impact), 1 = participation (a description of the participants’ views of the experience), 2a = modification of attitudes/perceptions of the participants, 2b = modification of participants’ knowledge/skills, 3 = behavior change (documents transfer of learning to the workplace), 4a = wider changes in the organizational delivery of care attributable to the educational program, 4b = benefits to patients/trainees (any improvement in the health/well-being of patients/trainees as a direct result of an educational program).

‡ The information in column 2 includes no. in study/total learners.